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Introduction

The Efma-Accenture Banking Innovation Awards have been a catalyst 
for innovation in the banking sector since their inception in 2013. This 
global competition rewards the best new ideas and practices that are 
transforming the industry for the benefit of banks and customers alike.

For the past eight years, Efma and Accenture have been working together to collect innovative 
projects, initiatives, and ideas from banks, banking start-ups and spin-offs, and technology 
firms working within the banking industry on one portal: innovationinbanking.efma.com. The 
portal showcases the most recent and relevant innovations in the market and is a useful tool 
for analyzing the ever-changing banking ecosystem, as well as benchmarking your innovation 
against the competition.

This year, despite the challenging times we find ourselves in, we received an impressive 816 
innovations from 275 institutions in 73 different countries. The awards culminate in an awards 
ceremony where the best innovations in each category are recognized and rewarded. Winners 
have the opportunity to share insights on the key success factors in the design, development 
and operational phases of their projects, and there are also pitches, Q&As and live voting.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for attending the ceremony and helping us 
celebrate the very best in banking innovation.
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18 November, 10:00 - 13:00 CET

Event program

10:00 Welcome – Fabrice Asvazadourian, Accenture

10:05 Banking Innovation Trends 2021 –  
 Edwin van der Ouderaa and  
 Antonio Coppolecchia, Accenture

10:25 Analytics & Artificial Intelligence Award

10:40 Digital Marketing & Sales Award

10:55 Future Workforce Award

11:10 Pitches: Neobanks & Specialized Players,  
 followed by live voting

11:40 Neobanks & Specialized Players Award

11:55 Offering Innovation Award

12:10 Reimagining the Customer Experience Award

12:25 Social, Sustainable & Responsible Banking Award

12:40 Insights – John Berry, Efma 

12:45 Global Innovator Award

13:00 Event ends
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Judging &  
voting process 

Voting 
For all but the Global Innovator category,  
Efma members and non-members select the top  
three entries. This makes up 50% of the final score  
(40% from Efma members and 10% from non-
members). The remaining 50% comes from the  
votes of an Awards Jury, which comprises senior 
bank executives from across the world. 

  
For the Neobanks & Specialized Players category, 
online voters and jury members shortlist three 
innovations out of the nine nominated ones.  
The three shortlisted innovators present their 
innovations to award ceremony participants who  
cast their votes – and the winner is announced at the 
event. For the Global Innovator category, the Awards 
Jury select the winner from the nominees identified 
by the Awards Committee.

• Originality: The uniqueness of the  
idea in the marketplace and its potential  
as a game-changer.

• Impact: The innovation’s capacity  
to generate a superior, long-term  
competitive edge and a significant  
return on investment.

• Universality: The innovation’s adaptability 
across different markets and countries.

Judging 
Entries are evaluated taking the following  
three criteria into account:

Nomination 
Nine innovations are shortlisted by the Awards Committee for each of the award categories.  
The committee comprises industry experts. In addition, twelve applications will be shortlisted 
for the special Global Innovator category.

Submission  
deadline

24 September

11 - 22 October

18 November

Judging & 
voting

Online awards 
ceremony
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Judges 2021

Zineb Baiz
Chief Innovation Officer, Banque 
Centrale Populaire, Morocco

Effie Bitrou
Director, Digital Business Division, 
National Bank of Greece, Greece

Robert Anghel
Director, Head of Digital Channels & 
User Experience, TMBThanachart Bank, 
Thailand

Nadya Hijazi
Managing Director & Global 
Head of Digital, HSBC, UK

Chris Gledhill
Independent FinTech Advisor, 
Futurist, Writer & Speaker, UK

Simon Brooks
Service Line Manager, Real-Time 
Payments, Pay.UK, UK

Colin Dinn
Chief Digital Officer, Vietcombank,  
Vietnam

Santiago de Larrea Teruel
Head of Innovation & Digital 
Transformation, Crèdit Andorrà, 
Andorra

Bidyut Dumra
Executive Director, Head of 
Innovation, DBS, Singapore

Andras Fischer
Director of Innovation, 
OTP Bank, Hungary

Piergiorgio Grossi 
Chief Innovation Officer, Credem, 
Italy

Kasimir Hirn
Chief Technology Officer, SVP 
Infrastructure & Architecture,  
OP Group, Finland

Vipin Agrawal
Senior MD & Regional Head: Digital 
Banking, Payments & Personalisation, 
CIMB Bank Berhad, Malaysia

Jesse Arundell
Head of Emerging Technology, 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, 
Australia

Josephine Baliah Coelho 
Head of IaaS, Nedbank, South Africa

Katarína Boledovičová 
Group Head of Digital Business & 
Omnichannel Experience, Raiffeisen 
Bank International, Austria

Manuel Cantalapiedra
Chief Innovation Officer, 
Santander, Spain

Kristy Duncan
Founder & CEO, Women in Payments, 
Canada
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David Jimenez Maireles
Chief Experience Officer &  
Deputy CEO, TNEX, Vietnam

Samira Khamlichi
President & CEO, Wafacash, 
Morocco

Stergios Zlatanos
Director – Small Business 
Segment, Piraeus Bank, Greece

Richard Turrin
Author & Influencer,  
China

Yael Sucary 
Head of Innovation & Fintech,  
Israel Discount Bank, Israel

Sam Tanskul
Managing Director, Krungsri 
Finnovate, Thailand

Alex Jimenez 
Chief Strategy Officer,  
Finalytics.ai and Extractable,  
USA

Juan Jiménez
Digital Public Policy Director, 
Banco Santander, Spain

Khatija Iffath
Head of Retail Transformation & 
Customer Experience,  
Kuwait International Bank, Kuwait 

Eddie Humphreys
Head of Personal Market –  
AIB Direct Ireland, Ireland

Dr. Bijna Kotak Dasani  
MBE, FRSA
Executive Director, Morgan Stanley, 
UK

Kyoung Tae Kim
Deputy Chief General Manager, 
Industrial Bank of Korea,  
Republic of Korea

Burcu Küçükünal
Strategy & Innovation Senior Vice 
President, Akbank, Turkey

Shekhar Krishnamurthy
Head of Strategy & Governance 
– Retail Banking & Wealth 
Management, Emirates NBD, UAE

Khomotso Molabe
Chief Engineering Officer, 
Standard Bank South Africa,  
South Africa

Nora A. Manaf
Group Chief Human Capital Officer 
& Exco Member, Maybank Group, 
Malaysia

Han Peng Kwang
CEO, Wing Bank,  
Cambodia

Lavinia Morris
Chief Operations Officer,  
KBC Bank, Ireland

April Rudin
CEO, The Rudin Group,  
USA

Xavier Rebés Garcia
Director of Innovation, CaixaBank, 
Spain

Deepak Sharma
President & CDO, Kotak Mahindra 
Bank, India

Barbora Ruščin 
Chief Experience Officer, Tatra Banka, 
Slovakia
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Awards  
categories

Analytics &  
Artificial Intelligence

Digital Marketing & Sales

Future Workforce

Neobanks & Specialized 
Players

Offering Innovation

Reimagining the  
Customer Experience

Social, Sustainable & 
Responsible Banking

Special Category: 
Global Innovator
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Nominees
Analytics & Artificial Intelligence  

Innovations that use data, analytics and AI at scale to improve the bank’s  
offerings, experiences and operations.

Innovation: Smart Advisor on Krungsri  
mobile application  
Country: Thailand

Smart Advisor is a one-stop mobile banking 
service app designed to make investing 
easy for Krungsri Bank customers, and 
meet growing demand for digital customer 
service. It uses AI and human intelligence 
to offer investment advice, asset allocation, 
transactions, portfolio recommendation, and 
notifications. Subscription is growing. So is 
customer satisfaction, with more accounts 
being opened via the mobile app.

Innovation: Maya, Banorte’s personal assistant 
Country: Mexico 

 
Maya launched in 2018. It improves the 
experience of Banorte’s customers by helping 
them make transactions via chat using 
natural language. Using IBM Watson artificial 
intelligence, Maya’s capabilities are replicated to 
multiple channels, from online and mobile apps, 
to Google Home and Amazon Echo devices. The 
customer experience is now multi-channel and 
satisfaction is up.

Innovation:  Self-driven Finance: AI-driven 
data to create engagement 
Country: Spain

Santander has rolled out Self-driven Finance 
to all its digital customers. The solution uses 
customer data and AI, combining prediction 
and personalization to send push notifications 
and insights to customers relating to their 
financial transactions, products, and assets. 
Customers can better manage their finances, 
increasing their confidence in the brand. 

Innovation: Speech Analytics: Losango offices 
Country: Brazil

 
With high call volumes making it difficult to 
manually assess the effectiveness of customer 
service, Banco Bradesco implemented a four-week 
speech analytics project at its Losango, Brazil 
offices. Using algorithms, contextual techniques 
and metadata, the technology interprets speech 
to understand why the client is calling, and 
measure service efficiency and client satisfaction. 
The resulting insights help the bank direct 
operations and improve customer service.
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Innovation: Immediate-NBA Program  
Country: India 

With over 50 million customers, HDFC Bank 
needed a more effective next-best-action 
(NBA) model. It developed an artificial 
intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) 
framework that runs daily, coupling an intent 
signal with the customer’s profile, digital 
behavior and transactional footprint over 
six months to identify the right NBA. This 
program pushed personal loan conversion 
from 1.5 to 8 percent. It is now being scaled 
to other products. 

Analytics & Artificial Intelligence

Innovation: A new era of AML 
Country: Turkey

ING Turkey has developed an AI-driven anti-
money-laundering (AML) model to keep 
pace with rapidly evolving money laundering 
methods. It rapidly detects complex money 
laundering patterns, identifying potential 
criminals and transactions before they happen. 
It also clarifies complex transactions and 
automatically closes no-risk retail alerts. 

Innovation: RPA and AI as a smart assistant  
for auditors  
Country: Turkey

Yapi Kredi Bankasi is using robotic process 
automation (RPA) and AI as a smart 
assistant for audit tasks. It has increased 
audit coverage for loans from 5 percent 
(random samples per branch audit) to 100 
percent, allowing auditors to focus on 
value-added audit activities and on risky 
loan sets identified by smart assistants. 

Innovation: PrimeAgrim: Digital nano-lending 
service for blue-collar workers  
Country: Bangladesh 

PrimeAgrim is an innovative short-term loan 
service that aims to support the working poor 
by using alternative credit scoring technology. 
Powered by AGAM International’s fintech 
platform, the solution uses AI/ML algorithms 
to determine credit eligibility, then provides an 
instant salary advance which is repaid on the 
next salary day. This solution supports users who 
previously relied on high-interest informal loans. 

Innovation: Customer Risk Attribute  
Assessment Model (CRAAM) 
Country: Taipei, China

With the AI-driven CRAAM in place, Taipei 
Fubon Bank has improved the accuracy of 
its customer risk evaluation by nearly 50 
percent. The proportion of over- and under-
estimation has declined from 17 to 8.8 
percent. This has improved the customer 
investment experience. It is the first AI 
model used for customer risk evaluation in 
the Taiwan wealth management industry.
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Nominees
Digital Marketing & Sales

Innovations that transform the bank’s awareness generation, positioning,  
lead management and conversion, and related customer communication.

Innovation: BRAVOZ: Multimedia series 
supporting black consciousness   
Country: Brazil

The BRAVOZ project is a year-long, monthly 
multimedia series featuring and promoting 
black artists. It launched simultaneously on 
multiple social media platforms on Black 
Consciousness Day in Brazil. The series  
has registered over 85 million views and  
207 million impressions on social networks, 
provoking reflection on entrepreneurship, 
racism, and unconscious bias in society.

Innovation: 5-Minute Dreams    
Country: Ecuador

 
This Ecuadorian bank bet on people’s dreams. 
In 2019, when it launched Preciso Digital, an 
online solution where people could access 
a loan in five minutes, online banking was 
new in the country. 5-Minute Dreams was 
a personalized omni-channel campaign 
launched to demystify its offering. It helped 
the bank go from zero to an 80 percent share 
in loan placing in 2021.

Innovation: BBVA Accelerating Digital Sales 
Country: Spain

BBVA is ahead of the curve in digital 
transformation, and digital sales is a great 
growth platform. This innovation elevates 
digital sales at BBVA, driving digital maturity 
in all six of its geographies. It embeds all 
service areas to manage and optimize each 
step of the sales funnel. The result is an 
increase in the ‘weight’ of the digital channel 
over the traditional channel, an improvement 
in acquisition costs, and greater efficiency in 
lead management.

Innovation: BMO Card Match 
Country: Canada

BMO Card Match goes beyond other 
chatbots, using conversational AI to rethink 
the way customers select credit cards. The 
interaction takes just minutes, with AI and 
machine learning delivering personalized 
recommendations in real time using an 
intuitive conversational experience via 
the IBM Watson Assistant. This solution 
positions the bank to capture new-to-bank 
customers in the post-pandemic digital era.
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Innovation: Communication action plan: 
Supporting customers during COVID-19 
Country: Spain

During the strict lockdown period, Caixabank 
established a communication action plan to 
support its customers via all available channels. 
The goal was to help customers manage the 
pandemic by fostering digitalization, enabling 
processes to manage moratoria on loans, 
advancing payments, creating tutorials, and 
more. Digital communication with customers 
has increased tenfold.

Innovation: HSBC Hong Kong  
Channel Capability 
Country: China-Hong Kong SAR

HSBC in Hong Kong is streamlining its sales 
approach through digital technology to provide 
a better, more personalized omni-channel 
customer experience. By using real-time 
algorithms and increased channel capability 
through AI and machine learning, the bank 
can now rapidly respond to online customer 
behavior. This has improved the quality of leads 
and customer satisfaction.

Innovation: BCA Expoversary 
Country: Indonesia

 
BCA Expoversary2021 is the biggest digital 
expo in Indonesia. It celebrated the founding 
of BCA with an online expo of individual 
banking products and solutions, with special 
offers from merchants and vendors. It 
generated 1.3 billion business results, with 
more than one million visitors and 30,000 
applications, and drove customer satisfaction 
up from 3.8 to 4.2 (out of 5).

Innovation: Digital Sales Boost Program:  
A new-era business model  
Country: Italy

Intesa Sanpaolo launched a three-year 
transformational program to change its 
business and distribution model, achieving 
digital sales leadership at European level. 
The program encompasses a new MadTech 
platform, innovative ways of working, 
and four AI Sales Services – including a 
digital marketing platform-as-a-service that 
combines tools to drive personalization and 
the industrialization of leads. 

Digital Marketing & Sales

Innovation: For You 
Country: Australia

 
For You is a new feature in the CommBank 
app. Powered by the bank’s Customer 
Engagement Engine (CCE), which uses 
hundreds of interactions with customers, 
For You offers customers relevant and 
personalized messages in one feed to help 
them improve their financial outcomes. The 
result is an 11 percent uplift in click-throughs 
and accepted messages.
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Nominees
Future Workforce

Changes to work, the workforce and the employee experience. This includes 
the use of data, technology and new approaches to how employees are 
supported by machines and upskilled, and how work is organized, performed, 
measured and managed.

Innovation: BCA Sport and Art Week  
(SPARK) at home 
Country: Indonesia

BCA SPARK, an annual BCA sports and arts 
competition designed to promote work-
life balance among BCA staff and increase 
engagement, was held online for the first 
time in 2021. Virtual collaboration and 
technology-supported activities saw employee 
participation in the event increase by 400 
percent – from 1,280 to 5,493 people.

Innovation: Customer Experience LABs 
Country: Spain

 
As part of its digital transformation, CaixaBank 
has created Customer Experience LABs. It’s 
a new way of working that brings together 
multidisciplinary teams focused on delivering 
an omni-channel experience. This approach, 
which promotes agile methodologies, is 
helping the bank transform its processes, 
speed up product releases, and better meet 
customer needs.

Innovation: Akbank VR Orientation 
Country: Turkey 

 
A good orientation course will help new 
employees adapt faster. The Akbank Virtual 
Reality Orientation application offers a unique 
virtual tour to recruits. It includes the bank’s 
headquarters, branches and technology center, 
with welcome messages from Akbank’s CEO 
and People & Culture leader. Approximately 
2,500 employees have experienced the 
application since 2019, saving training costs 
and 250 worker-days per year.

Innovation:  Cyber Range: Integrated cyber 
crisis management model  
Country: Brazil

Banco Bradesco’s Cyber Resilience Program  
is a strategic initiative for crisis management 
that integrates all areas of the organization.  
It applies cyber defense strategies, going 
beyond IT and security to involve and sensitize 
all within the organization. The cyber crisis 
management model provides an end-to-
end view of a crisis event, connecting all 
stakeholders. The award winning program 
mitigates risks for the organization, its 
customers, and society.
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Future Workforce

Innovation: Innovation Garden 
Country: Austria

Raiffeisen Bank’s Innovation Garden,  
a group-wide one-year intrapreneurship 
program, encourages employees to 
create innovative ideas and products. 
The program was launched across 11 
countries with high engagement from 
employees. It provides new opportunities 
and perspectives for employees, and 
incentivizes them to be more innovative.

Innovation: U-City   
Country: Italy

U-City is the first massive gamification initiative 
activated within UniCredit Commercial Banking 
Italy. It is designed to enhance employee 
knowledge of digital products and services.  
It helps employees increase their competence 
to become digital ambassadors to customers. 
The project helped instill a digital culture in 
the workforce and enabled the bank to reach 
customer digital adoption goals.

Innovation: Mobile Work Arrangement  
Country: Malaysia

The pandemic has accelerated the adoption 
of remote work. With this innovation, 
Maybank is preparing its people for the future 
of work. Its Mobile Work Arrangement has 
been well received by employees, increasing 
engagement and unlocking innovation. The 
bank is targeting a 20 percent flex workforce 
by 2025. It reached 17 percent by mid-2021. 

Innovation: Isyonok 
Country: Russia

Isyonok is the embodiment of a Smart 
Management System, the main operating 
software at branch employees’ workstations. It is 
a combination of AI and ML-based technologies 
with the managerial skills of an experienced 
mentor. It serves branch employees by helping 
them improve their knowledge and skills in the 
workplace. It saves managers’ time, boosts staff 
productivity, and reduces the need for staff 
onboarding and training. 

Innovation: Blockchain-based Customer 
Intelligence Sharing (Rizico) 
Country: Turkey

This blockchain project, a study conducted 
by Vakif Katilim Participation Bank’s R&D 
Center, looks at how information can 
be shared with banks to improve credit 
evaluation and collection. In this project, 
limit, risk, and collateral information is 
shared by banks in the blockchain network 
to more clearly, reliably and quickly 
determine customer credit risk.
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Nominees
Neobanks & Specialized Players

The creation and/or application of innovative technology that substantially 
enhances customers’ banking experience and/or develops new sources of 
revenue for the industry. This category is reserved for banking start-ups and 
spin-offs, and technology firms working within the banking industry, whose 
innovations are stage-one funded, have a market release proposition, and/or 
have completed a successful market proof of concept.

Innovation: EVO Banco   
Country: Spain

Born in 2012, EVO is the digital bank of people 
for people. It is simple, transparent and 
innovative. It bases its strategy on five pillars: 
a cloud architecture, talented people, agility, 
the customer experience, and data. It is one 
of the largest digital banks in Spain with 
900,000 customers.

Innovation: Japan’s first smartphone-only bank  
Country: Japan

Minna Bank was established in 2021 as Japan’s 
first digital bank targeting digital natives. 
The bank’s core banking system was built 
on Google Cloud – a global first – to be fully 
digital. Designed and built from scratch, the 
bank was successfully launched in just 20 
months, offering all services, including new 
account opening via a smartphone app. In four 
months, 150,000 accounts were opened.

Innovation: Flexible Payments for Business  
Country: Australia

When research indicated demand for an 
SME instalment product, Mastercard saw an 
opportunity to be the first payment network 
to service small businesses with a flexible 
payment solution. Its Flexible Payments for 
Business delivers easy business financing 
options for SMEs – access to capital when it’s 
needed most. It allows businesses to pay in 
instalments anywhere their card is accepted.

Innovation: Mox Bank Launch  
Country: China-Hong Kong SAR

Launched in Hong Kong in September 2020, 
Mox is a virtual bank backed by Standard 
Chartered in partnership with HKT, PCCW and 
Trip.com. It combines the power of a well-
trusted international banking group, the city’s 
telecom and lifestyle leader, as well as Asia’s 
largest online travel agency. Mox delivers a 
suite of retail banking services and lifestyle 
benefits all in one place. As of September 
2021, Mox had 160,000 customers.
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Innovation: Novus 
Country: United Kingdom

This impact banking app turns every 
payment into a force for good. Created by 
five entrepreneurs, Novus is a banking and 
lifestyle tool that uses advanced technology 
to generate impact points every time a user 
spends or saves. These points automatically 
fund 10 social and environmental causes.

Innovation: MyInvestor 
Country: Spain

MyInvestor is a neobank with expertise in 
investment that offers a unique marketplace 
and all the guarantees and security of 
traditional banking. It was launched by the 
leading wealth management bank, Andbank 
Espana, in 2017 to help its high-net-worth 
clients invest their money. With a business 
volume of more than €1 billion, MyInvestor  
is the biggest fintech in Spain.

Innovation: Snoop 
Country: United Kingdom

Powered by open banking, Snoop is a 
consumer-focused business that helps people 
spend, save, and live smarter. Snoop has a big 
ambition: to make everyone better off. It uses 
secure open banking technology to provide 
data-driven, personalized insights to help 
consumers save money rather than boost 
the profits of big business. Snoop has been 
downloaded 300,000 times since April 2020, 
with over 70,000 logins a week.

Innovation: Zelf  
Country: United States

This neobank for Gen Z is live in France and 
Spain. Users sign up with their phone number  
in their favorite messenger: WhatsApp, 
Telegram, Viber or Facebook Messenger.  
Zelf frees itself from any application and is only 
on social networks, via a chatbot. Distribution 
is instantaneous and virtual, and users have 
AI-powered voice control over all operations. 
Zelf makes it easy for people born digital to get 
a card instantly and start using it without any 
hidden fees.

Neobanks & Specialized Players

Innovation: STEP 4 Business  
Country: Italy

STEP 4 Business is the first fully-fledged 
digital marketplace of financial services 
designed for SMEs. It uses state-of-the-
art technologies, integrating the best 
fintech digital solutions via APIs. Core 
products and services include account 
aggregation, instant lending, digital CFO, 
FX/international payments, and more. It 
launched officially in Italy in October 2021.
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Nominees
Offering Innovation

Breakthrough concepts that dramatically enhance or transform the 
products or functions which generate revenue for banks, such as 
credit, payments, open banking and others.

Innovation: Factoring-as-a-Service  
via a fintech partner  
Country: Italy

Banca Patrimoni Sella has partnered with the 
fintech, Workinvoice, to provide its small and 
medium enterprise customers with a convenient 
solution to finance their working capital. 
Factoring-as-a-Service will allow companies to 
unlock liquid assets from their collection and 
payment cycle. This open banking innovation 
sees the integration of fintech services into 
Banca Patrimoni Sella’s offering. 

Innovation: Call Center Customer Analytics 
Country: United Arab Emirates

With more than 200,000 calls every month 
during the COVID-19 lockdown, it became 
difficult for Emirates NBD agents to manage 
calls. Call center customer analytics were 
developed to improve call center efficiency 
and customer service. With analysis, the bank 
was able to identify, predict and proactively 
meet customer needs, reducing call center 
interactions. The results include a 15 percent 
drop in call volumes, a 10 percent reduction in 
FTEs, and a 20 percent shift to digital channels 
by customers.

Innovation: PeoPay KIDS app  
Country: Poland

 
PeoPay KIDS app is designed to help children 
aged six to 12 take their first steps in the world 
of finance. It’s a mobile app linked to a PeoPay 
KIDS card, which is connected to mobile and 
online banking. Opening the account is done 
remotely. Functions include account balance, 
transfers, top-ups, savings, and financial 
education. The app has been downloaded 
40,000 times. Users have collected more than 
PLN 13.5 million (US$3.4 million) in their piggy 
banks and use the card for everyday shopping. 

Innovation: Linkle Tahsilat 
Country: Turkey

Linkle Tahsilat means “collections with link”. 
It allows merchants to accept payment using 
just a mobile device (no need for a POS 
machine or website). Merchants generate 
a payment link within the Maximum İşyerim 
app and share it with their customers via 
email, SMS or social media to receive instant 
payment via nine card schemes or other, 
alternative payment methods. This innovation 
has seen 92,000 app downloads and has 
43,000 active users.
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Offering Innovation

Innovation: Valuu Pro  
Country: Switzerland

 
Valuu Pro is the first B2B2C mortgage 
platform in Switzerland. It enables mortgage 
brokers to access more than 100 lenders. 
This platform eliminates the need to go to 
different institutions and lenders to bargain; 
it’s all on one platform. More than 50 
mortgage brokers and around 200 individual 
consultants signed up within the first three 
months. Brokers report that the guided 
online process has resulted in a 50 percent 
saving in time and a boost in efficiency.

Innovation: Smart-city transaction  
processing and payment 
Country: Belgium

KBC is part of the TREScity consortium, which 
is proposing upgrading the public lighting 
network in Flanders, Belgium, turning it into a 
multipurpose power-data backbone of digital 
poles. As new pole applications (e.g., electric 
vehicle chargers) are rolled out, users will be able 
to pay for power and data using a blockchain- 
and EURO-token-based micro-payment system 
developed by KBC. This innovation introduces 
a future-proof, secure, and efficient solution for 
smart-city transaction processing and payment.

Innovation: Nicole: Financial peer comparison 
Country: Austria

When research indicated that many users 
lack trust in banks when it comes to money 
management, Raiffeisen Bank International 
developed Nicole. Nicole is a personal finance 
management service that provides users with 
benchmarks that show them how their peers are 
managing their money and making financing 
decisions. To do this, RBI uses national statistics 
and the transactional data of millions of 
customers. Nicole receives up to 20,000 visits a 
month, and RBI is building its brand as a financial 
partner, not just a financial services provider.

Innovation: Introduction of SPID  
Country: Italy

SPID – Sistema Pubblico di Identità Digitale 
– provides access to the online services of 
the Italian public administration using digital 
identification. Banca Widiba is the first bank 
in Italy to use SPID identification to open an 
account. With Infocert, which certifies the 
identity of customers, process efficiency, ease, 
and security are improved. SPID identification 
to open Widiba accounts overtook other 
identification channels in the first 90 days.

Innovation: SMEsouk  
Country:  United Arab Emirates

SMEsouk is a one-stop digital hub and 
community platform for SMEs. It aims to create 
a digital community, giving SMEs easy access 
to innovative digital solutions and preferentially 
priced value-added services from RAKBANK, 
its partners, and other leading players in the 
SME ecosystem. In 2021, the SMEsouk platform 
recorded 20,000 visitors per month, with 40 
percent of new RAKBANK business acquisition 
driven through the digital platform.
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Nominees
Reimagining the Customer Experience

Significant enhancements in the bank’s distribution channels and its 
management of customer communications, engagement and relationships.

Innovation: Save as you Spend  
Country: Turkey

Save as you Spend is an innovative solution 
developed by Garanti BBVA to encourage 
customers to save. The app gives people the 
opportunity to save a defined ratio from their 
credit cards. The bank imitated social media 
story-making trends, creating entertaining 
stories about “save as you spend” on its Garanti 
BBVA Mobil Stories platform, which was visited 
by almost 100,000 people. Since October 2019, 
the app has reached 15,000 customers and 
customers have saved 1.9 million Turkish Liras 
(US$205,000).

Innovation: imagin’s new way to communicate 
Country: Spain

imagin has redesigned its way of 
communicating, bringing finances closer to 
a younger audience by speaking clearly and 
simply, and making content more graphic.  
It has also added an ‘Enjoy’ section which 
offers varied content (music, gaming, 
experiences) with exclusive promotions via 
partners. This Enjoy section, unique to imagin 
in the banking sector, is driving traffic; it’s the 
second most visited section of the app after 
the dashboard, with more than one million 
visits in just over a month.

Innovation: Santander app 
Country: Spain

The new Santander app will introduce a new, 
ultra-personalized way to do banking. It allows 
users to customize the appearance of the app  
and the behavior of their products, with 
automatic operations, personalized savings 
and related products like a purchase map and 
financial timeline. This app has transformed the 
customer relationship model, with customers 
indicating high satisfaction with the app (a net 
promoter score of 75 out of 100). Digital sales 
in the app have increased by 71 percent in the 
last year.

Innovation: M-Token device reactivation  
Country: Brazil

Customers want autonomy and convenience 
in accessing the bank. With this in mind, 
Banco Bradesco developed the M-Token. It 
allows activation of a device when installing 
the Bradesco app for the first time (or 
reinstalling it), without having to call the call 
center or go to a branch. The M-Token security 
key is activated through the Bradesco app on 
a cell phone, allowing customers to access 
their accounts and carry out transactions. It 
has been used by over 2.4 million customers.
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Reimagining the Customer Experience

Innovation: Yapı Kredi Aracim+  
Country: Turkey

Yapı Kredi’s My Car+ (Aracim+ in Turkish) app 
and service allows users to manage all services 
related to their vehicles, from paying fines to 
paying for fuel, buying insurance, and selling 
their car. More than 200,000 users registered 
their vehicle license plates on My Car+ within its 
first month of the launch. Currently, around 7.8 
million customers use Yapı Kredi Mobile. It’s an 
innovation embedded in customers’ daily lives 
that enhances their experience.

Innovation: New SBER ecosystem branch: 
Branch as a gadget  
Country: Russia

In September 2020 Sber launched a brand new 
branch. It is a platform for an unlimited product 
shelf, a place for customer onboarding to the 
ecosystem (with banking and non-banking 
products) and new customer acquisition, 
and an engaging place to communicate. This 
branch offers more, from package delivery to 
entertainment and public services – it offers 
new solutions for life. Sber claims the innovative 
branch has made it more than just a bank.

Innovation: Transforming the SME Customer 
Experience  
Country: United Kingdom

NatWest delivered a full, re-imagined 
business and technology transformation 
across an enterprise-scale customer segment 
during a global pandemic. The scale of 
change covered over one million customers, 
3,000 colleagues working remotely, and 144 
separate customer journeys across the full 
sales and service lifecycle. The new capability 
has enabled an improved view of customers’ 
needs and faster customer response times. 
Customer feedback is positive, improving the 
internal brand ranking.

Innovation: Avo by Nedbank 
Country: South Africa

 
Avo by Nedbank is a digital marketplace. It is 
the first South African “super app”, enabling 
digital engagement and online transactions 
between consumers and businesses that 
join the Avo marketplace, regardless of the 
participants’ bank. Avo has helped Nedbank 
realize non-banking revenue, and cross-
sell leads and sales into financial services 
products. This super app has big plans to 
drive scale.

Innovation: Key4 
Country: Switzerland

 
Key4 is a digital lending platform for 
mortgages. An innovation of the sluggish 
mortgage acquisition process, Key4 brings 
providers to the customer. It enables 
customers to quickly receive non-binding 
offers from various Swiss providers, and 
adds the personal advice of a seasoned 
expert client advisor who acts as a single 
point of contact for all sides involved. The 
Key4 platform has enabled UBS to acquire 
new clients.
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Innovation: Bringing financial services closer to 
each client 
Country: Spain 

An agreement beween Correos, Spain’s postal 
service, and Banco Santander addresses the 
demand for financial services in remote and 
rural areas. Correos Cash provides cash services 
(withdrawing and depositing) in more than 1,600 
locations where Banco Santander does not have a 
presence. It also offers home delivery – a postman 
to take cash to any address in Spain – meeting the 
needs of older customers, especially. In addition 
to empowering a large percentage of the rural 
population, one million customers over 65 have 
since accessed Santander’s digital channels.

Innovation: COVID-19 relief task force:  
Juntos por la Salud  
Country: Mexico 

Observing the effects of the pandemic, BBVA 
Mexico, through its foundation and team, 
established a multidisciplinary task force 
to ensure that the greatest amount of aid 
reached the places that needed it most. It 
established joint initiatives with participants 
of government, private industry, experts and 
academia, coordinating different sectors 
and industries, and streamlining processes 
to deliver help efficiently to save lives. In all, 
it delivered 21 million items, helped protect 
112,336 medical personnel, and directly 
benefited 423,390 people.

Innovation: 1% for the Planet Checking Account 
Country: United States

 
Bank of the West has strong environmental 
policies. Its 1% for the Planet Checking Account 
is the first bank account designed for climate 
action. The bank donates 1 percent of net revenue 
generated from these accounts to environmental 
non-profit partners, at no cost to the account 
holder. The account also lets consumers view 
the estimated carbon impact of their purchases, 
empowering them to drive change with their 
spending decisions. Besides its environmental 
impact, this product drew new customers and 
improved customer satisfaction and retention. 

Nominees
Social, Sustainable & Responsible Banking

Innovations that advance the bank’s social purpose and its commitment 
to being a good corporate citizen and a true ally of its customers.

Innovation: Ecological Footprint  
– Land, Carbon and Water   
Country: Egypt

Commercial International Bank aims to achieve 
carbon neutrality by 2050. It is a pioneer bank, 
the first Egyptian bank to quantify and publish 
its GHG emissions in 2017/2018. This year, CIB 
has broadened the scope of its 2019-2020 report 
to include the bank’s Ecological Footprint – and 
it is going beyond carbon, becoming the first 
commercial bank in Egypt and Africa to address 
all three areas: its land, carbon and water 
footprint. This application of the Ecological 
Footprint mechanism enables CIB to act locally 
and contribute globally.
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Innovation: AI in support of corporate social 
responsibility  
Country: France

Crédit Mutuel Arkéa is committed to corporate 
social responsibility (CSR). To embed it into its 
business processes, it has developed a “search 
and alert” engine for controversies. The engine 
uses natural language processing – namely 
BERT, a neural network developed by Google 
researchers in 2019 – to analyse social media. 
The real-time social media search engine is built 
into the bank’s core business tools, safeguarding 
the bank against the risks of its partners’ CSR 
controversies and translating the group’s CSR 
aims into concrete action. 

Innovation: Eco-Care Suite of Consumer Loans 
Country: Singapore

OCBC’s Eco-Care Suite of Consumer Loans (ECSL) 
is an innovative green financing suite for the 
consumer banking segment in Singapore and 
Southeast Asia. It enables consumers to make a real 
difference in saving the earth. It does this through 
four high-demand loan products that offer finance 
for environmentally friendly electric cars and solar 
panels, as well as attractive rates for mortgages and 
renovations that address home energy usage. More 
than Singapore $500 million (US$372 million) in 
loan sales have been recorded across the four loan 
products, benefiting 5,000 consumers.

Innovation: OneFarm Share 
Country: South Africa

Standard Bank’s OneFarm Share is a digital food 
relief platform primarily aimed at combatting food 
shortages in rural areas as a result of the pandemic. 
However, it also looks to reduce high levels of food 
waste and increase market accessibility for emerging 
and commercial farmers. Since November 2020, 
1,000 tonnes of produce has been delivered to 
accredited beneficiary organizations, providing 
approximately four million meals to over 350,000 
people across South Africa. In 2021, Standard 
Bank hopes to deliver 7,000 tonnes of food to an 
estimated one million recipients.

Social, Sustainable & Responsible Banking

Innovation: Green EU Taxonomy loan 
Country: Sweden

This is the first loan product fully aligned with 
the technical screening criteria and minimum 
safeguards of the EU Taxonomy on climate change 
mitigation in the Nordics. The product brings 
requirements to a manageable state, demonstrating 
how to adhere to them and which evidence to 
collect to ensure full alignment. The product is one 
of the first (if not the first) full adaptations to the new 
regulation expected to enter into force on 1 January 
2022. The bank expects it will be a catalyst for future 
taxonomy-compliant financing.

Innovation: Shared-value Banking 
Country:  South Africa

 
Discovery Bank’s Shared-value Banking model 
leverages the bank’s proprietary behavioral change 
program – Vitality Money – to measure how 
financially healthy clients are, and in turn, reward 
them for managing their money well. By providing 
incentives for individuals to make better financial 
decisions, a shared-value model in banking can 
generate higher savings levels, lower the risk of 
default, and increase wealth and financial resilience 
for society as a whole. The bank believes that it will 
do well when its customers do well, and society will 
benefit too. It’s a win-win-win.
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Nominees
Global Innovator

The most innovative bank. The winner  
is the organization whose corporate vision 
commits it successfully to continuous 
innovation and transformation, to the 
development and leadership of a broad 
ecosystem of partners extending beyond 
banking, and to the exploitation of 
emerging technologies that improve 
the experience of its customers and the 
performance of its business.
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Submitting  
your innovation  
for 2022

The Efma-Accenture Banking Innovation Awards celebrate 
the very best innovations that are transforming our industry. 
Your ideas, put into action and delivering results.  
By entering the Awards in 2022, you will help promote 
a culture of innovation, gain public acclaim for your 
organization, network with other bank executives, and be 
inspired by the creativity of your industry peers.

To learn more about the submission 
process, please contact: 

Hannah Moisand
Head of Content 
Efma 
Tel: +33 1 47 42 67 70 
hannah@efma.com

Boris Plantier
Content Manager 
Efma 
Tel: +33 1 47 42 67 69 
boris@efma.com

General queries:
innovations@efma.com
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Accenture is a global professional services 
company with leading capabilities in digital, 
cloud and security. Combining unmatched 
experience and specialized skills across more 
than 40 industries, we offer Strategy and 
Consulting, Interactive, Technology and 
Operations services — all powered by the 
world’s largest network of Advanced 
Technology and Intelligent Operations centers. 
Our 624,000 people deliver on the promise of 
technology and human ingenuity every day, 
serving clients in more than 120 countries. We 
embrace the power of change to create value 
and shared success for our clients, people, 
shareholders, partners and communities.  
Visit us at www.accenture.com 

A global non-profit organization established in 
1971 by banks and insurance companies, Efma 
facilitates networking between decision-makers. 
It provides quality insights to help banks and 
insurance companies make the right decisions to 
foster innovation and drive their transformation. 
120 financial groups in 133 countries are Efma 
members. Headquartered in Paris. Offices in 
London, Brussels, Andorra, Milan, Stockholm,
Bratislava, Warsaw, Moscow, Istanbul, Beirut, 
Dubai, Tokyo, Singapore, Sydney and Montreal. 
Learn more: www.efma.com
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